
SAYING GOODBYE DOESN’T 
NEED TO COST THE EARTH

After several weeks of 
unpicking cemetery costs 
from other burial options 
close by in order to be able 
to compare its services with 
them, GreenAcres is proud 
to demonstrate that its 
lowest price is actually lower 
than or equivalent to others 
close by.

By the time you add everything up, saying 
goodbye can be a costly event.

With the average price of funerals rising 
steadily well beyond inflation you might be 
tempted to think that a final goodbye in a 
stunning woodland burial park might be out of 
your reach, so GreenAcres would like you to 
think again.

Let’s take a look at how GreenAcres compares:
Compared to cemeteries within 20 miles of

each of the GreenAcres parksAll GreenAcres Woodland Burial Parks

What’s included in 
our comparisons:
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can take place at the park

No twenty minutes quick
in and out – you get
a minimum of an hour
in a private setting

1

A totally personalised funeral 7

Experienced and
caring staff

4 A calm and welcoming place
for remembrance 
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Open and staffed
365 days a year
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Horse &
carriage

Brass bands Themed wakes Volkswagen 
Hearse

Flyovers Coffin on
a bier

Scottish piper Colourful coffin Favourite songs 
or hymns

Personal
eulogies

Motorcycle 
hearse

Colourful dress

A great range of memorial options

Benches Bird boxes Bat boxes Sponsorship of trees
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When it comes to Greenacres
I T’S NOT JUST ABOUT THE PRICE

www.greenacreswoodlandburials.co.uk

A sense of place for a lifetime of memories

Having exactly what you want when the time comes
Nowadays people want to personalise the funeral service, the memorial and have somewhere 
to return to, where they can feel welcomed while remembering their loved one. GreenAcres 
offers this to all its families and is able to provide advice and guidance on ways to personalise 
the service and burial and then ensures whatever you choose, it goes smoothly on the day.
 

How GreenAcres families have chosen to personalise their funerals:

There are many other advantages to the GreenAcres Woodland Burial concept which comes as 
a matter of course after many years of delivering what families have said they wanted for the 
final goodbye

With over 220 acres to choose from in wonderful woodland parks 
throughout the UK, GreenAcres provides a  place for peace and tranquillity 
while providing a sustainable environment for flora, fauna and endangered 
woodland species.

You only get one chance to say goodbye – make sure it’s right for you.
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Plot (for 2 people)

Interment fee

Headstone or 
Wooden Memorial

Service venue

Secondary venue cost

Out of area fee

Grave maintenance

£2901

±£100- 
£3900

charged 
annually

£2878

±£100

charged 
annually

£2670

±£150- 
£1100

charged 
annually

£2481

±£100- 
£900

charged 
annually

FREE

FREE

facebook.com/GreenAcresWoodlandBurials
twitter.com/greenacreswb E info@greenacreswb.co.uk


